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By DANNY PARISI

While wine held the top spot for wealth investment last quarter, jewelry took a surprising leap, surpassing classic
cars as a more valuable method for the wealthy to store their assets, according to new research from Knight Frank.

Knight Frank's quarterly Luxury Investment Index looks at which categories hold the most value and sway for
investment by the wealthy. This quarter saw wine take the top spot as it shot up by 25 percent, followed closely by
fine art.

"The Knight Frank Luxury Index provides a fascinating insight into the top areas of collecting," said Bonhams Global
Chief Executive Matthew Girling, global chief executive at Bonhams, London, which co-created the report. "People
will always seek out the best in class examples in their favorite collecting areas, and our own experience at
Bonhams certainly bears out the report's conclusions with wine, art, watches and jewelry all performing strongly
over the past year."

Jewelry investment
For the luxury consumer, buying expensive goods is about more than just signaling their status, as these goods also
serve as an excellent depository of liquid wealth.

Knight Frank regularly examines which categories of products serve this purpose best, and its Q2 2017 report took a
deep dive into how this market is shaping up.

What they found was that jewelry had a surprisingly great quarter, shooting up to surpass cars, which have
traditionally been one of the top-performing segments for luxury investment.
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Knight Frank's Luxury Investment Index. Image credit: Knight Frank

This can be attributed both to jewelry's record-breaking year in which multiple diamonds and jewels were sold for
millions of dollars at auction houses and to cars' relatively lackluster performance in the past year.

Knight Frank reports that classic cars usually perform extremely well, regularly seeing more than 100 percent growth
over the past 10 years, but the last 12 months have seen cars' performance as wealth investment grow at a measly 2
percent, leaving the field open for jewelry, watches and wine to take over the top spot.

Another contribution to jewelry's performance is the increasing perception of jewelry as an art form in its own right
and not just apparel or adornment.

This can be seen in the rise of artist-created jewelry such as a diamond bangle created by artist Suzanna Belperron
which sold for 164,500, or around $221,000 at current exchange rates.

Design or art
As jewelry's value to the wealthy investor grows, brands and retailers are capitalizing on that desire by making
purchasing jewelry easier than ever.

For example, TrueFacet, an online marketplace for pre-owned designer jewelry, launched Brand Boutique, a new
platform that will see the company working directly with brand partners to provide new collections and products to
customers.

The new shopping experience will debut with 10 brands including Fendi and Les Artisans de Genve. Brands will
gain the benefit of having their products sold through TrueFacet as well as the analytic support from TrueFacet's
insight into consumer behavior and shopping habits (see story).

Jewelry's relationship to art, and its status as in between art and design, is especially relevant given the growing
desire for design pieces over art in investments.

Jewelry's performance. Image credit: Knight Frank

According to research from art and antiques search platform Barnebys, interest in design pieces at auction has
grown in the post-recession period, boosted by the added accessibility courtesy of ecommerce.

In 2016, TEFAF valued the market for design items at auction in the United States and Europe at $343.6 million, part
of the total $16.9 billion total global public auction market for goods that includes art and jewelry. Fifteen popular
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designers have seen their turnover grow a collective 330 percent from 2009 to 2016, with some pieces achieving six-
figure sale prices that rival fine art (see story).

Part of jewelry's success is that it exists in between these two categories, equally as valid as a design piece, meant to
be worn and used, or as a piece of art that is valuable and desirable to be displayed on its own.
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